Banning affirmative action from college admissions cannot prevent an admissions office that cares about diversity from achieving it in ways other than explicitly considering race. We model college admissions where candidates from two groups with different average qualiÞcations compete for a Þxed number of seats. Under affirmative action, an admissions office that cares both about quality and diversity admits the best-qualiÞed candidates from each group. Under a ban, it may promote diversity by partially ignoring candidates' qualiÞcations and therefore not admitting the best-qualiÞed candidates from either group. A ban always reduces diversity and may also lower quality. (JEL J71, J15, I28) American colleges and universities value both the academic qualiÞcations and the ethnic and racial diversity of their student bodies. Because candidates from minority groups tend to have lower high-school grades and standardized-test scores than their majority counterparts, elite colleges and professional schools achieve diversity through lower admissions standards for minority students. 1 Thomas J. Kane (1998) estimates that at the most selective American colleges and universities in 1982, African-American candidates were as likely to be admitted as white candidates with SAT scores 400 points higher.
Appeals struck down the admissions system at the University of Texas at Austin's law school in a ruling that forbids race-conscious admissions at all public universities in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. In the same year, California voters approved Proposition 209, prohibiting public colleges and universities from using race in any admissions or Þnancial-aid decision.
More challenges are underway in several other states. 3 Critics argue that affirmative action lowers quality by rejecting majority candidates in favor of less-qualiÞed minority candidates. But banning affirmative action does not simply replace minority candidates who would be admitted through affirmative action with betterqualiÞed majority candidates. Since American colleges and universities control their own admissions policies, those institutions that consider diversity an important part of their missions may react to bans on affirmative action by changing their admissions policies to favor minority candidates. An evaluation of the pros and cons of a ban must take these reactions into account. This paper models the decision problem of a college admissions office that values both student quality and diversity. In the model, candidates from a majority group and a minority group compete for a limited number of seats in an entering class; minority candidates are on average less academically qualiÞed than majority candidates. Under affirmative action, the admissions office sets a lower admissions standard for the minority group, but within each group it admits the best-qualiÞed candidates. Under a ban on affirmative action, the admissions office may adopt an admissions rule that partially ignores candidates' qualiÞcations.
Since minority candidates as a group are less qualiÞed than majority candidates, ignoring qualiÞcations increases minority enrollment. But such rules fail to admit the best-qualiÞed candidates from either group. Hence, they are inefficient: for any admissions rule that partially ignore qualiÞcations, there exists an affirmative-action rule that yields the same diversity and strictly higher student quality. In fact, affirmative action maximizes total student quality for any level of diversity. In addition, under a ban the admissions office may admit candidates who are less-qualiÞed than all minority candidates admitted under affirmative action, or reject candidates who are better-qualiÞed than some majority candidates admitted under 3 In 1998, Washington state voters passed a proposition identical to California's 209. In 2001, a Federal Circuit court ended affirmative action at the University of Georgia. Not all legal challenges to affirmative action have been successful: in the 2000 case Gratz v. Regents of the University of Michigan, a district court upheld affirmative action in undergraduate admissions at the University of Michigan (while the next year in Grutter v. Regents of the University of Michigan the same court struck down affirmative action from law school admissions). Likewise, in the 2000 case Smith v. University of Washington, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld affirmative action in law school admissions. affirmative action. In either case-if the admissions office admits enough poorly-qualiÞed candidates or rejects enough highly-qualiÞed candidates-the quality of admitted candidates may fall relative to affirmative action.
Thus banning affirmative action cannot prevent an admissions office that cares about diversity from achieving it in ways other than explicitly considering race. Indeed, public universities in California and Texas have reacted to bans by de-emphasizing standardized tests in favor of high-school class ranking and other less tangible qualiÞcations, where minority candidates perform relatively well. Not only are these new rules inefficient, but they may not be any fairer than explicit affirmative action. In our model, when under a ban quality falls, the admissions rule is also less "meritocratic": it performs worse at matching the best-qualiÞed candidates (from any ethnic group) to the college.
A number of economics papers examine discrimination or affirmative action. 4 Our model is similar to taste-based discrimination (Gary S. Becker, 1957) in the sense that the admission office's taste for diversity is tantamount to a preference for minority candidates. But our core result that a college may achieve diversity by partially ignoring candidates' qualiÞcations derives from an intuition much like statistical discrimination (Edmund S. Phelps, 1972 ; Kenneth J. Arrow, 1973) , except that instead of race serving as a signal of qualiÞcation, qualiÞcation serves as a signal of race. 5 Shelley J. Lundberg (1991) and Stephen Coate and Loury (1993) , among others, examine the effects of affirmative action in the labor market.
But in their papers Þrms are constrained by affirmative action, whereas in ours the admissions office is constrained by a ban on affirmative action. The paper closest to ours is Lundberg (1991), where workers from two racial groups and of two different heights have unobservable human capital; majority workers tend to have higher human capital and be taller than minority workers. Lundberg shows that when Þrms are prohibited from conditioning wages on group identity, they use height instead. When height also correlates with human capital (conditional on race), Þrms prefer a requirement equating the average wages of minority and majority workers to a ban on using height and group identity in wage setting. The intuition is similar to that behind our result that affirmative action is the most efficient means of achieving diversity.
The next section introduces a formal model of a college's admissions process. Section II 4 Glenn Loury (2000) provides a survey of the literature. 5 We are grateful to an anonymous referee for pointing out this connection to us. characterizes admissions rules under affirmative action; Section III does the same under a ban; and Section IV compares the two regimes, giving an example where banning affirmative action lowers quality. Section V describes how bans on affirmative action in Texas and
California were followed by changes in admissions policies consistent with our model. Section VI concludes.
1 A Model of College Admissions
Candidates
A college must admit a fraction C of candidates applying for a Þxed number of seats in its entering class. Each candidate comes from one of two groups, the minority group, N, or the majority group, W . Fraction N of candidates come from group N , and fraction W from group W , where N + W = 1.
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Each candidate has a standardized-test score t in [t,t]. The expected academic promise or "quality" of a candidate with test score t is simply t: the higher a candidate's score, the higher her quality. The quality of a candidate with a given test score does not depend upon her group identity.
The distributions of test scores for the two groups are described by the functions n(t) and w(t) that are positive everywhere on (t, t): n(t)dt is the number of minority candidates who score in (t, t + dt), so Rt t n(t)dt = N (and likewise for w(t)). An important feature of the model is that minority candidates tend to have lower test scores than majority candidates.
This reßects the empirical regularity that minority candidates for college admissions tend to have lower standardized-test scores and high-school grades than majority candidates. 7 We capture this by assuming the strict monotone-likelihood-ratio property (SMLRP):
n(t) is continuously differentiable, and for each t ∈ (t,t),
n(t) is strictly increasing in t.
The SMLRP means that the higher a candidate's test score, the greater the probability that 6 We do not formally assume that the majority group outnumbers the minority group but use the terms "majority" and "minority" to clarify the exposition and relate the formal model to current debate over admissions. 7 Minority candidates may score lower because they are more likely to attend schools that are insufficiently funded, because they suffer discrimination, or simply because they are on average less prepared than majority candidates. (See Christopher Jencks and Meredith Phillips, 1998, for a discussion of racial test-score gaps, as well as Claude M. Steele and Joshua Aronson, 1998, for experimental evidence on stereotyping as a cause.) For the purposes of this paper, however, only the fact that these gaps exist matters.
she belongs to the majority group. Alternatively, the share of candidates scoring t who belong to the majority group is increasing in t.
Admissions
When designing its admissions rule, the admissions office knows the number of candidates and test-score distributions from the two groups. All candidates apply, and all admitted candidates matriculate. Because candidates make no decisions in our model, the admissions rule does not affect the applicant pool.
An admissions rule assigns to each candidate a probability of admission based upon her group identity and test score. We require that admissions rules satisfy two conditions. First, within each group the probability of admission must be (weakly) increasing in test score, meaning that the higher a candidate's test score the more likely she is admitted. Second, the fraction of candidates admitted must equal C. Formally, r ≡ (r N , r W ) is an admis-
is weakly increasing in t, and R t t r N (t)n(t) + r W (t)w(t)dt = C. If affirmative action is banned, then r N and r W must coincide. Using a random admissions rule-one that does not admit the highest-scoring candidates with probability one-is equivalent to adding "noise" to candidates' test scores and then accepting the highest-scoring candidates on this noisy test. Throughout the paper, N (r) and W (r) denote the number of candidates from the two groups admitted under rule r.
As we shall see, when affirmative action is banned the admissions office's preferred rule may not be increasing in test score. But we believe that a variety of factors make non-increasing rules socially undesirable or infeasible. These include fairness-people would not think a rule favoring low-scoring candidates over high-scoring candidates was fair if they thought the test was fair-and incentive compatibility constraints-candidates might deliberately do poorly on the test if that would increase their chance of admission.
Preferences
The admissions office wants to maximize the total quality or test score of admitted candidates and minimize the difference in group composition between the applicant pool and the entering class. Its preferences over rules are represented by
where α is a positive number capturing its taste for diversity. The integral is the total test score of candidates admitted by rule r, and¯N − N (r) C¯i s the difference in group composition between the applicant pool and the class admitted. When α = 0 the admissions office cares only about quality; when α is arbitrarily large the admissions office cares only about diversity; for intermediate values of α, the admissions office trades quality off against diversity. Whatever their reasons, elite colleges and universities clearly do think that diversity is important. 8 The admissions office picks an admissions rule to solve the constrained maximization
where R is the set of allowable admissions rules. When the admissions office cannot use affirmative action, R includes only admissions rules that do not depend on group affiliation.
Affirmative Action
Under affirmative action, the admissions office can use a separate admissions rule for each group. Because the admissions office prefers candidates with higher test scores within each group, it sets a cutoff level for each group and admits any candidate scoring above her group's cutoff. Let r th (t N , t W ) be the threshold rule that admits all minority candidates scoring at least t N and all majority candidates scoring at least t W .
When the admissions office uses a threshold rule, its optimization problem becomes 8 One reason an admissions office may care about diversity is that minority students may generate externalities that beneÞt all students; several studies indicate that to be the case (e.g., Derek C. Bok, 1982 ; Committee on Admissions and Enrollment, 1989; and William G. Bowen and Bok, 1998) . Another is that a college degree may add more value to a minority student of a given academic ability than to a majority student of the same ability (Cecilia A. Conrad and Rhonda V. Sharpe, 1996; and Bowen and Bok, 1998). Finally, past discrimination against minority candidates may cause the admissions office to want to admit them in the interest of social justice.
The last two points suggest that rather than care about diversity per se the admissions office may prefer minority candidates to majority candidates with the same test score. (An admissions office that believes the test is biased against the minority group shares these preferences.) Because in our model the minority group is always underrepresented, a preference for minority candidates is equivalent to a taste for diversity.
Proposition 1 Given Assumption 1, the optimal admissions rule under affirmative action is the threshold rule r th (t
The minority group is weakly underrepresented under r th (t * N , t * W ).
The minority group is never overrepresented under the optimal admissions rule, for if it were the admissions office could simultaneously improve diversity and quality by admitting more majority candidates, as the majority group has higher test scores than the minority group. Whether the admissions office adopts affirmative action (by setting t * N < t * W ) depends upon its preference for diversity. If α = 0, the admissions office does not care about diversity and therefore maximizes the quality of the entering class by setting t * N = t * W . In this case, the minority group is strictly underrepresented. If α is large, the admissions office cares very much about diversity and therefore admits the two groups in proportion to their shares of the applicant pool. Let r th ( e t N , e t W ) be the threshold rule that achieves proportionate representation. If α C > e t W − e t N , then r th ( e t N , e t W ) is optimal. For intermediate values of α, the admissions office cares about diversity, but not so much that it is willing to sacriÞce any amount of quality to achieve it. We shall focus on this case, which best describes most elite American colleges and universities.
Corollary 1 Given Assumptions 1 and 2, t * N < t * W , but the minority group is strictly underrepresented. Moreover, t *
When the minority group is underrepresented, the value of the marginal majority candidate is her test score, t * W , and the value of the marginal minority candidate is her test score plus her positive effect on diversity, t * N + α C . Under the optimal rule, the admissions office is indifferent between marginal candidates from the two groups.
A Ban on Affirmative Action
When affirmative action is banned, the admissions office must use a rule that treats the two groups identically. Let R N A be the set of such admissions rules; since a rule in R NA depends only on test score, we drop the group subscript and refer to such a rule as r(t).
Assumption 1 (SMLRP) implies that, so long as r is increasing in t, the minority group is weakly underrepresented. Thus, we can ignore the absolute-value sign in the admissions office's objective function and drop the constant term αN C to rewrite the admissions office's problem as
where
. The function γ represents the increase in the admissions office's utility from admitting a candidate with test score t. It incorporates the admissions office's taste for diversity: ceteris paribus, the higher is the share of candidates scoring t from the minority group, the more the admissions office likes candidates scoring t.
The admissions office would like to Þll its class with candidates with the highest γ. When γ is everywhere increasing in t, it simply uses a threshold rule. However, γ might not be monotone in t. When the share of candidates belonging to the minority group declines sufficiently quickly at t, then γ falls at t. In this case, the admissions office might not be able to admit its favorite candidates without violating the constraint that the probability of admission be increasing in t.
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In Figure 1 , γ attains its maximum at t a : the admissions office prefers candidates scoring t a to all others. Since r must increase in t, the admissions office cannot admit candidates scoring t a without also admitting all candidates with higher test scores. If C is too small to admit all such candidates, the only way to admit some candidates scoring t a is to adopt a random rule. To determine which random rule is optimal, let, for t 1 ≤ t 2 ,
Γ(t 1 , t 2 ) is the average value of γ over (t 1 , t 2 ). In Figure 1 , let t m be the global maximum of Γ(·, t). This means that the admissions office prefers a randomly drawn candidate scoring above t m to a randomly drawn candidate scoring above any other t. Consequently, the admissions office Þlls its class as follows: Þrst, it randomly admits candidates scoring in [t m , t]; second, if C is large enough to admit all candidates scoring in [t m , t] with probability one, it admits candidates scoring below t m in descending order of test score. Thus, whether the admissions office chooses a threshold rule depends on class size, C. With enough seats, the admissions office uses a threshold rule; with fewer seats, the admissions office uses a random rule-it conducts a lottery over all candidates scoring above t m that gives each of them the same chance of admission.
In general, whenever γ is not monotone, the admissions office chooses a random admissions rule for some C. The optimal random rule takes a simple form. It is either, as above, a one-step rule-all candidates scoring above some threshold are admitted with equal probability-or a two-step rule-candidates with the highest scores are admitted with probability one and those with intermediate scores are admitted with the same probability less than one. A two-step rule is optimal when the admissions office likes the highest-scoring candidates best but prefers some low-scoring candidates to all those scoring in between.
Proposition 2 Whenever γ is not everywhere increasing in t, the optimal admissions rule is a random rule for some C. Furthermore, there exists an optimal random rule that contains at most two steps. 9 The Þrst part of Proposition 2 is straightforward. When γ decreases in some interval [t, t 0 ], the admissions office prefers a randomly selected candidate from [t, t 00 ], for t 00 ∈ (t, t 0 ], to any candidate scoring t 00 . A threshold rule, therefore, is not optimal when C lies between the number of students scoring above t 0 and the number scoring above t. The existence of an optimal two-step rule follows from the assumption that the admissions office's utility function is linear in diversity, which (when combined with the fact that the minority group is underrepresented under any admissions rule) allows preferences over entering classes to be decomposed into preferences over test scores that do not depend upon the overall group composition of the entering class. 10 Without the constraint that the admissions rule must increase in test score, the admissions office would simply admit candidates with the highest γ, in which case its admissions rule would be deterministic. If it would use a threshold rule without the constraint, then clearly it also uses a threshold rule with the constraint. Because the converse is not true-if a threshold rule is optimal among all increasing rules, it might not be optimal among all rules-the monotonicity constraint increases the likelihood that the admissions office uses a threshold rule.
Proposition 2 allows us to explicitly characterize an optimal rule under a ban. We use r 2s (t 1 , t 2 ) to denote a two-step rule with cutoffs t 1 and t 2 , and r 1s (t 1 ) to denote the one-step rule with cutoff t 1 . Corollary 2 summarizes the necessary conditions for an optimal random rule.
Corollary 2 If a one-step rule r 1s (t 1 ) with t 1 ∈ (t, t) is optimal in R N A , then γ(t 1 ) = Γ(t 1 , t) and γ 0 (t 1 ) ≥ 0. If a two-step rule r 2s (t 1 , t 2 ) with t 1 , t 2 ∈ (t, t) is optimal in R NA , then
In order for a one-step rule to be optimal, Γ(·,t) must attain its maximum at t 1 . For a two-step rule to be optimal, Γ(·, t 2 ) must reach a maximum at t 1 , and Γ(t 1 , ·) must reach a minimum at t 2 . The last condition guarantees that the admissions office prefers a candidate scoring slightly above t 2 to one randomly drawn between t 1 and t 2 . These necessary conditions reßect the admissions office's trade-off between quality and diversity. Admitting candidates with lower test scores improves minority enrollment but lowers total student quality; at the margin, the diversity gain exactly offsets the quality loss.
Random rules use the admissions test inefficiently. For instance, a random rule that admits every candidate scoring in (t 1 , t 2 ) with the same probability ignores test score in that range. The quality loss from randomization increases with the size of the gap t 2 − t 1 , which, from the necessary conditions, is proportional to the change in group composition between t 1 and t 2 . Roughly speaking, the quality loss from randomization tends to be larger when group composition changes rapidly with test scores. The following proposition underscores the inefficiency inherent in randomization.
Proposition 3 For each r ∈ R N A that involves randomization, there exists an affirmativeaction admissions ruler that yields higher diversity and quality.
Random admissions rules are inefficient because they do not select the most qualiÞed candidates from either group. For any random rule r, we can construct an affirmative-action threshold rule, e r, that achieves the same diversity as r. Because e r admits the best candidates from each group, it yields higher quality than r.
Proposition 3 shows that affirmative action is the most efficient way to achieve any given level of diversity. Given Assumption 1, the minority group is underrepresented under the common-threshold rule; if the admissions office wants a more diverse class, it must displace some majority candidates to make way for some less-qualiÞed minority candidates. Affirmative action minimizes the cost of doing this by replacing the least-qualiÞed majority candidates with the most-qualiÞed minority candidates who otherwise would not be admitted.
It should be noted that the admissions office might not choose e r under affirmative action, and, hence, Proposition 3 does not imply that using a random rule lowers quality relative to affirmative action. 11 The next section explores whether a ban lowers quality.
Comparing Regimes
A ban on affirmative action increases the "price" of diversity by forcing the admissions office to sacriÞce within-group selection in order to achieve diversity. If the admissions office's taste for diversity is moderate enough that minority candidates are strictly underrepresented under affirmative action, then it admits a class that is less diverse than the one it admits under affirmative action.
Proposition 4 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, banning affirmative action strictly lowers minority enrollment.
Under affirmative action, all minority candidates scoring above t N and all majority candidates scoring above t W are admitted. Thus, for the number of minority candidates to increase (and the number of majority candidates to decrease) under a ban, it must be that r, the admissions rule adopted when affirmative action is banned, admits some candidates scoring below t N and rejects some candidates scoring above t W . Recall that Assumption 2 means that minority candidates are strictly underrepresented under affirmative action. From Corollary
Write ψ(t) for n(t)/(n(t) + w(t)), the share of candidates scoring t who belong to the minority group. It follows that for all t 1 ≤ t N and for all t 2 ≥ t W ,
That is, the admissions office strictly prefers candidates scoring above t W to those scoring below t N . As a result, it can improve on r by replacing an admitted candidate who scores below t N with a rejected candidate who scores above t W . Hence, r cannot be optimal.
11 Indeed, Proposition 4 (below) shows that e r cannot be optimal without violating Assumption 2.
Banning affirmative action may not raise student quality when the admissions office reacts by choosing a random rule. When minority enrollment does not fall under a ban, total quality must fall because randomization is less efficient than affirmative action (Proposition 3). However, for minority enrollment not to fall, the admissions office's preference for diversity must be so strong that minority candidates are proportionately represented under affirmative action (Proposition 4). Such an extreme taste for diversity seems unlikely. But even in the more common case where a ban causes diversity to fall, quality also may fall. The test-score gap between marginal majority and minority candidates under affirmative action, t W − t N , is larger than the difference between the two cutoff points of an optimal two-step rule, t 2 − t 1 . 12 When (t 1 , t 2 ) is contained in (t N , t W ), the optimal two-step rule admits every high-scoring majority candidate admitted by affirmative action and rejects every low-scoring minority candidate rejected by affirmative action; hence, the total quality of the entering class increases. 13 However, when (t 1 , t 2 ) is not contained in (t N , t W ), under a ban the admissions office either admits some candidates scoring below all candidates admitted under affirmative action or rejects some high-scoring majority candidates admitted under affirmative action.
In either case, total quality may be lower under a ban than under affirmative action. The following example illustrates why quality may fall when t 1 < t N < t 2 < t W . The case where t N < t 1 < t W < t 2 is similar and hence omitted.
and
12 This follows from combining the Þrst-order conditions for optimal affirmative action and optimal two-step rules, so that
13 Let TG(t1, t2) be the average quality of candidates from group G scoring between t1 and t2. When (t1, t2) ⊂ (tN , tW ), then for some δ ∈ [0, 1] the average quality of those candidates displaced by the ban is δTN (tN , t1) + (1 − δ)TN (t1, t2), which is no greater than TN (t1, t2). For some β ∈ [0, 1], the average quality of the candidates replacing them is βTW (t1, t2) + (1 − β)TW (t2, tW ), which is no smaller than TW (t1, t2). By Assumption 1, TW (t1, t2) > TN (t1, t2), which implies that average quality is higher under a ban.
Under affirmative action, the optimal threshold rule, r th (t N , t W ), must satisfy the Þrst-order condition t N + 2π = t W and the capacity constraint R 5π
happens when t N = 2π − 1 and t W = 4π − 1.
Under a ban, the admissions office's preferences over test scores are given by
Since n + w is symmetric about π for t ∈ [0, 2π] and sin (t) = − sin (π + t), γ (0) = Γ (0, 2π) = γ(2π) = 2π. This is the necessary condition for optimality of a two-step rule stated in Corollary 2, and it is straightforward to verify that (0, 2π) are the only cutoffs that satisfy it.
Since γ increases in t for t / ∈ [0, 2π], the admissions office prefers any candidate scoring above 2π to a random candidate scoring in [0, 2π], whom it prefers to a candidate scoring below 0.
the class is large enough to admit all candidates scoring above 2π but not large enough to admit all those scoring above 0, and the optimal admissions rule under a ban is a two-step rule with t 1 = 0 and t 2 = 2π. In this case, banning affirmative action replaces minority 
where p is the fraction of candidates in [0, 2π] admitted. While a ban admits some highscoring majority candidates that affirmative action does not, it also admits some low-scoring candidates that affirmative action does not, namely those scoring in [0, 2π − 1]. The Þrst-order conditions of the two optimal rules, however, do not specify the exact distribution of candidates. If there are very few majority candidates between 2π and 4π − 1, then total quality declines, as the ban essentially replaces candidates between 2π − 1 and 2π with those between 0 and 2π − 1. 15 
Reactions to Bans on Affirmative Action
The University of California's ban on affirmative action went into effect with the selection of Fall 1998 freshmen. In March of 1999, the Regents of the University of California adopted a proposal granting every student in the top 4 percent of her high-school class eligibility to the University of California, starting in the fall of 2001. 16 Thus, whereas under the old policy a high-school senior was UC eligible if she was in the top 12. Unlike the AIS, the new measure of academic qualiÞcation does not assign speciÞc weights to these various factors; instead, admissions committee members have the discretion to rate applications based on their overall impressions of candidates' credentials.
Boalt Hall, UC Berkeley's law school, attracted national media attention in 1997 when its entering class of 268 included only one African American. 17 The following year, administrators made a number of changes to their admissions policy. The new policy no longer assigns candidates Academic Index Scores-previously a function of undergraduate GPA (weighted by the quality of the candidate's undergraduate institution) and LSAT score. Indeed, it no longer adjusts candidates' GPAs to account for the quality of their undergraduate institutions.
Nor does it consider candidates' exact LSAT scores; instead, LSAT scores are partitioned into intervals, and the admissions committee only learns which interval contains the candidate's score.
Texas's ban on affirmative was implemented in 1997. Later that year, the Texas state 16 UC eligibility does not guarantee admission to every UC campus. 17 The UC ban began a year earlier in graduate admissions than in undergraduate admissions. These recent changes in admissions policies conÞrm that admissions offices respond to bans on affirmative action by altering their admissions standards in ways favorable to minority candidates. The main reason why minority students are underrepresented in elite 18 See Jodi Wilgoren (1999) and Bruce Walker (2000) on the impact of the top-ten-percent law in Texas. 19 Saul Geiser (1998) reports simulations showing that the top-four-percent rule will increase the share of UC-eligible candidates who are African-American, Chicano, or Latino by approximately ten percent. 20 All three institutions provide applicants the option of not reporting their ethnicities. At UC Berkeley, the share of new freshman not reporting grew from about 6 percent in 1997 to 15.3 percent in 1998 before falling to 8.8 percent in 1999. UC regulations prevent Berkeley from tracking non-reporting students, so it has no conclusive data on their ethnicities. We strongly suspect, however, that the increase in the non-response rate is due mainly to a change in the application form in 1998 and is not directly related to the ban on affirmative action. Before 1998, item 17 on the application form asked applicants to identify themselves as a member of one of several ethnic groups listed on the form. In 1998, the ethnicity question was moved back to item 130, and applicants had search a separate pamphlet for an ethnic-group code. In 1999, the ethnicity question stayed at item 130, but ethnic groups appeared once again on the application form. Thus, we report the size of ethnic groups at UC Berkeley by their shares of new Þrst-year registrants reporting their ethnicities. At Boalt Hall and UT Austin, most students report voluntarily, and the fraction refusing to report has not changed signiÞcantly after the bans. For these two institutions, we report the size of ethnic groups as shares of all new registrants. 21 Recall that the new admissions policies were implemented at Boalt Hall and UT Austin in 1998 and at UC Berkeley in 1999. universities is that they score lower than majority students on standardized tests. Each of the four new admissions policies de-emphasizes standardized tests. Boalt Hall's new admissions policy is probably the most explicitly random: by not considering exact LSAT scores, it forces the admissions rule to be constant over intervals of test scores, so that even within an ethnic group higher-scoring candidates cannot be admitted with higher probability than lower-scoring candidates. 22 Berkeley's undergraduate admissions scheme is random in the sense that the same candidate may be accepted or rejected depending on which admissions officer rates her application. 23 In 1996, Berkeley accepted 94 percent of the top six percent of candidates by AIS score; by 2001, it accepted less than 66 percent.
An admissions office with an instrument perfectly correlated with ethnicity could use that instrument to admit any class it could under affirmative action. However, the evidence suggests that admissions offices only have access to instruments partially correlated with ethnicity. As a result, the new admissions policies do not admit the best candidates from any group. For example, since Texas high schools are partially segregated, the top-ten-percent rule probably admits better-qualiÞed minority candidates than pure randomization. But since high schools are not perfectly segregated, the law forces colleges to reject (minority and majority) candidates in the second deciles of excellent high schools to make room for candidates in the top deciles of mediocre high schools, even when the former are more qualiÞed than the latter.
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Conclusion
American colleges and universities control their own admissions policies. Because most elite institutions consider student-body diversity an important part of their missions, when afÞrmative action is banned they will Þnd other channels to promote it. One is to adopt an admissions rule that partially ignores standardized-test scores and other traditional measures 22 The law school's rationale for this change is that differences of one to three LSAT points are not signiÞcant. While this largely may be true, certain one-point differences are very signiÞcant, namely those that move a candidate from one element of the partition to the next. 23 For a description of errors in expert judgment, see Colin Camerer and Eric Johnson (1991) . 24 The law also may reinforce ethnic segregation in high schools.
of academic ability. This is inefficient because it does not select the best candidates from any ethnic group. In our model, for every random admissions rule there is an affirmative-action rule with the same level of diversity and higher quality. In fact, random admissions rules may be so inefficient that a ban on affirmative action intended to improve student quality backÞres and lowers it instead.
Changes in admissions policies in California and Texas suggest that the phenomena we describe are real and important. Following Texas, the Florida state legislature recently adopted a "One-Florida Plan" which replaces race-conscious admissions policies at ten public universities by a requirement that each of them admit any applicant in the top twenty percent of her high-school class. Proponents of Texas and Florida's rules claim that they can maintain diversity and quality simultaneously. But when minority students are on average less academically prepared than majority candidates, increasing diversity means lowering quality.
Rather than confront this difficult trade-off, these new rules obscure it by adopting ostensibly "race-neutral" admissions policies designed to increase minority enrollment. Not only are such rules inefficient, but they may not be any fairer than explicit affirmative action. If the public judges the current gap between marginal minority and majority candidates too wide, then it may be better off limiting the extent of affirmative action rather than banning it completely. For example, an admissions office might be allowed to Þll part, but not all, of its class using affirmative action.
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A ban on affirmative action affects characteristics of the entering class other than diversity and quality. One example is the gap in average test score between minority and majority matriculants. A large test-score gap may lead to harmful racial stereotyping. 26 In our model, a ban lowers majority matriculants' total test score since more majority candidates are admitted than under affirmative action. But if, like in the example in Section 4, the admissions office's preferred rule under a ban admits minority candidates who would not be admitted under affirmative action, then minority matriculants' average test score also may fall. In this case, a ban on affirmative action may cause the test-score gap to grow.
In our model, we have implicitly assumed that when affirmative action is banned the admissions office cannot discriminate between minority and majority candidates by using an instrument correlated with ethnicity. In reality, it could use class background for example, as whites and Asians are on average wealthier than African Americans and Latinos. But class-based affirmative action is unlikely to have much effect on diversity. 27 The reason is that within each ethnic group class is negatively correlated with academic ability. Kane (1998) shows that while a quarter of graduating high-school seniors have family incomes below $20,000, only seven percent of those scoring in the top tenth of their classes on reading and math tests have the same. As a result, an admissions policy that favors all low-income candidates will substantially reduce student quality. A policy that favors only low-income candidates who do well academically would not admit many minority students-only about one-tenth of one percent of minority students in Kane's sample both come from low-income families and belong to the top tenth of their high-school classes.
Our formal model considers admission decisions at one college. But as elite colleges compete against one another for the best students, how a ban affects one college depends on other colleges' affirmative-action policies. If most elite colleges have affirmative action, then the one college without it faces strong pressure to change its admissions policy to maintain some diversity. But if all elite colleges ban affirmative action, then the same college faces less pressure to change its admissions policy, since its pool of minority candidates expands when its competitors admit fewer minority candidates. Even in this case colleges may randomize, for otherwise, given the size of the test-score gap, minority enrollment would fall signiÞcantly.
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A universal ban is also likely to have a larger effect on more competitive schools than on less competitive ones. As the most competitive colleges admit fewer minority candidates, the pool of qualiÞed minority candidates may grow at less competitive schools. As a result, these schools may feel little pressure to randomize.
Throughout, we have ignored the decision problem of the outside authority actually banning affirmative action. In theory, it might overcome the agency problem studied in this 
and, thus, r * W is optimal. By the same argument, a threshold rule is optimal for the admissions of C − K minority candidates. Since a threshold rule is optimal for any group composition, it is optimal regardless of the admissions office's preferences for diversity.
If we ignore the absolute-value sign in its objective function, the admissions office solves
subject to the capacity constraint. If the solution to the modiÞed problem has the minority group underrepresented, then it is also the solution to the original problem. First-order conditions of the modiÞed problem imply that t N + (α)/(C) = t W . Recall that r th ( e t N , e t W ) is the threshold rule that achieves proportionate representation. If e t W < t W and e t N > t N , then r th ( e t N , e t W ) is the optimal rule. On the other hand, if e t W > t W and e t N < t N , then the minority group is strictly underrepresented, and r th (t N , t W ) is the optimal rule. Finally, since
Proof of Proposition 2 The proof of the Þrst part is contained in the text.
We refer to random rules containing at most k steps as k-step rules. To prove the existence of an optimal two-step rule, consider a k-step rule that is optimal among k-step rules. Let t 1 , t 2 , ..., t k be the thresholds of the k steps and p 1 , p 2 , ..., p k−1 be the step probabilities; that is, p j is the probability of acceptance for candidates in (t j , t j+1 ). For each j ∈ {2, ..., k − 1}, Γ(t j−1 , t j ) = Γ(t j , t j+1 ); if not, the admissions office could raise its utility from either lowering p j−1 and raising p j or vice versa. Because the admissions office is indifferent between candidates drawn from each of the Þrst k − 1 steps, starting from any optimal k-step rule, by setting the probabilities of admission in the Þrst k − 1 steps equal, we can merge the Þrst k −1 steps into one step without affecting the utility of the admissions office . As a result, for every optimal k-step rule, r ks , there is a two-step rule r 2s such that U AO (r 2s ) = U AO (r ks ). More generally, for any feasible admissions rule r, which by deÞnition is integrable, there exists a sequence of k-step rules {r ks } ∞ k=1 such that U AO (r) = lim k→∞ U AO (r ks ). From above, we know that there exists a sequence of two-step rules, {r k 2s } ∞ k=1 , such that U AO (r ks ) ≤ U AO (r k 2s ). It is straightforward to show that {r k 2s } converges to some well-deÞned two-step rule, r * 2s . It follows that U AO (r) = lim k→∞ U AO (r ks ) ≤ lim k→∞ U AO (r k 2s ) = U AO (r * 2s ), meaning that for any feasible admissions rule, r, there is a two-step rule, r * 2s , that is at least as good. Hence, an optimal rule that contains at most two steps must exist. 30 Proof of Corollary 2 By Proposition 2, we can rewrite the admissions office's maximization problem as max t 1 ,t 2 ,p Z t t 2 γ(t)(n(t) + w(t))dt + p Z t 2 t 1 γ(t)(n(t) + w(t))dt (A3) s.t. p Z t 2 t 1 (n(t) + w(t))dt = C − Z t t 2 (n(t) + w(t))dt, (A4) for t ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 , t 2 ≤ t, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. The necessary conditions follow from the Kuhn-Tucker theorem. 30 An earlier draft of the paper showed that when the set of γ's critical points ({t : γ 0 (t) = 0}) is Þnite, the only optimal rules are step rules, and that if a k-step rule is optimal, then γ has at least 2k − 3 critical points. Together these imply that when γ has no more than two critical points, the only optimal rules are two-step rules; moreover, it can be shown in this case that the optimal admissions rule is unique. Figure 1 
